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TRANSLES
TransLes LLC, a member
of RTC Holding, was
founded in 2005

ФИЛОСОФИЯ

The largest rail operator of
transportation of timber cargo
domestically and for export via
owned flat and gondola cars
The company holds a leading
position in the segment of timber
transportations by platforms —
around 58%.
Manages more than
10 000 platforms.
Well-established operational
cooperation with JSC «Russian
Railways» and railway
administrations
Experience of providing
large volumes of traffic
Availability of the developed
chain of regional representations

FULL LOGISTIC SERVICES
AMB expedition is a team
of skilled logistics professionals,
able to find the best way to
deliver the goods of our clients.
We have gained the trust
of our customers by offering
transportation solutions for
more than 10 years.
Our primary goal is to deliver
the goods safely and in time
and we’ve got all the
possibilities for that!
With our wide network across
the globe, we are capable of
delivering your cargo to any
location in the world.

AMB expedition is a
Transportation and Logistics
Company that provides
a full range of nowadays
high-quality services:
Transportation of goods
Forwarding
Consolidation and delivery
of consolidated goods
Daily cargo control
Customs clearance assistance
and consultation;
Full freight forwarding,
including documentation
control
Design and management
of door-to-door multimodal
deliveries

We provide the following
set of services:
Definition of Customs Code as per
Russian Customs Authorities

Certificate Nr 0226/06
All-RUSSIA customs representative

AMB performs full package
of customs clearance services

Calculation of Customs Duties

AMB implements Preliminary Information
and Electronic Declaration as a standard
and permanent basis.

Registration in the Customs
terminal of the consignee Company,
if required;

After that it takes us just few hours
to release the goods.

Examination of the main documents
required for customs clearance
procedure

Our specialists will give you full assistance
on all the stages of sophisticated Customs
Procedure and make it clear, fast and easy
saving your money, time and efforts.

Your International Trade Contract
drafting, if required

Preparation of the whole set of
documents for customs clearance;
Submission of Customs Declaration
to the Customs Authorities;
Financial operations, including
registration of internal documents
on behalf and upon the instruction
of the customer
Consulting service on customs
clearance procedure and Russian
Customs Law
Registration of internal documents
on behalf and upon the instruction
of the customer.

AMB ADDITIONAL SERVICES

We are pleased to offer
additional services:
Warehousing in Moscow,
Riga, Tallin, Vilnius, Shanghai
Cargo insurance
Certification of goods
Warehouse operates

Tallin
Riga
Vilnius

Moscow

Shanghai

AMB SERVICES MAP

WITH CARE. IN TIME. AT ANY PLACE!

